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Introduction

We are seeing the emergence of technologies severely challenging some
assumptions that have driven the development of many Internet protocols
and mechanisms. A ﬁrst assumption is that (usually) one address is associated to each host. Also, the forwarding of packets is often exclusively
based on the destination address. For this reason, there is usually a single
path between one source (or client) and one destination (or server). Finally,
the Internet was designed with the client-server model in mind assuming
that many clients receive information from (a smaller number of) servers.
During the last years, these assumptions have been severely challenged. For
example, the LISP protocol described in the previous chapters relies on this
path diversity.
The client-server model does not correspond to the current operation of
many applications. First, large servers are usually replicated and diﬀerent
types of content distribution networks are used to eﬃciently distribute content [FFM03, Lim, Aka]. Second, the proliferation of peer-to-peer applications implies that most clients also act as servers. This is currently creating
several problems in many Internet Service Provider (ISP) networks [KRP05].
Client-server asymmetry does not hold anymore.
Due to the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 many hosts will be dual-stack
for the foreseeable future [CLH03]. Furthermore, measurements show that
IPv4 and IPv6 do not always provide the same performances, even for a
single source-destination pair [ZJUVM07]. This implies that to reach a
destination supporting both IPv4 and IPv6, a source host can achieve better performance by selecting the stack that provides the best performance.
However, today, this selection is based on simple heuristics. For instance, as
highlighted by Matsumoto et al. [MFHK08], IPv6 is chosen prior to IPv4 in
most of the dual-stack conﬁgurations although IPv4 still remains the best
choice from a performance point of view in many environments [ZJUVM07].
We are thus heading towards an Internet that provides a set of potential
paths between a source and a destination or a content. Obviously, any path
in this set diﬀers from the others as each path has its own performances,
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i.e., bandwidth, delay, loss, etc. In such a context, it is important for any
application to select their paths in a way meeting their requirements (i.e.,
not in random way). For instance, bulk data transfer peer-to-peer clients
will favor paths with the largest bandwidth so that the targeted ﬁle will be
downloaded faster. Such a situation is currently discussed within the IETF
Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) Working Group [SB09].
A way to enable eﬃcient path selection for applications would be to allow
the network to cooperate with them. Such a cooperation would also give the
opportunity to operators for managing incoming and outgoing traﬃc on their
networks. Indeed, according to their traﬃc engineering needs, operators
could balance traﬃc from one link to another and ensure that some are only
used as backup.
In this chapter, we propose a generic informed path selection service
called ISP-Driven Informed Path Selection (Idips). Idips is generic as it
can be used in many networking contexts without changing anything to its
behavior (see Sec. 2.2 for a description of networking use cases). It further
does not require fundamental changes in the current Internet architecture
and implementation (only the service clients need to implement a library for
contacting the service), making its deployment very easy. Idips is scalable,
lightweight, and designed to be easily deployed in ISP, corporate, or campus
networks.
Idips is designed as a request/response service. The network operators
deploy servers that are conﬁgured with policies and that collect routing
information (e.g., OSPF/ISIS, BGP) and measurements towards popular
destinations. The clients that need to select a path send requests to a
server. A request contains a list of sources, a list of destinations and a
traﬃc qualiﬁcation that determines the rule for ranking the paths to use.
The server replies with an ordered list of < source, destination, rank >
tuples to the client. The reply gives an indication of the ranking lifetime.
This ranking is based on the current network state and policies. The client
will then use the ﬁrst pairs of the list and potentially switch to the next
one(s) in case of problems or if it wants to use several paths in parallel.
We implemented Idips within the Xorp [HHK03] open source routing
platform. We describe this implementation in the chapter and discuss cost
functions, i.e., functions returning a cost for a given path allowing later
ranking. We explain how to construct simple cost functions, such as maximizing the available bandwidth, and demonstrate how to combine them to
reﬂect more complex ranking strategies.
Our evaluation of Idips focuses on the whole ranking process, from the
request sent by the client to the use of cost function. We demonstrate that
our implementation is robust as Idips is able to process a large quantity of
requests per second while providing a stable response time to the clients.
This chapter is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes how an informed
path selection service should work; Sec. 3 explains how the Idips service
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Figure 1: A network service rank paths for the clients
can be implemented; Sec. ?? evaluates our Idips implementation; Sec. 6
positions our work regarding the state of the art; ﬁnally, Sec. 7 concludes
by summarizing our main achievements.
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An Informed Path Selection Service

In this section, we provide a high level description of how should work
an informed path selection service. We ﬁrst explain the behavior of this
service (Sec. 2.1) before discussing several use cases that could beneﬁt form
the service (Sec. 2.2).

2.1

Overview

As illustrated in Fig. 1, an informed path selection service is a request/response service allowing to rank paths. The service is intended to be
deployed at strategic points of the network by the network operator inside a
domain, a campus, or a corporate network. Clients (see Sec. 2.2 for example
of applications that can beneﬁt from such a service) have to implement a
library to send requests to the server and use the more preferable paths.
Clients see the service as a black-box. First, a client sends a request to
the server (dotted arrow on Fig. 1). This request contains a list of sources
and destinations, forming a set of paths to rank, and a traﬃc qualiﬁcation
(TQ on Fig. 1). The latter argument is a ranking criterion provided by the
client. It might be, for instance, “maximize the bandwidth”, “minimize the
delay”, or “maximize locality”. The server replies to the request with a
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ranked list of paths (e.g., source-destination pairs - dashed-dotted arrow on
Fig. 1). The way the ranking is computed by the server remains hidden for
the client.
The presence of multiple sources in the request comes from particular
situations, such as multihomed hosts (for instance a smartphone with a 3G
and a standard wiﬁ connection) or IPv4/v6 dual-stack hosts, where hosts
own several addresses.
The server ranks the paths with the help of information from the network:
• Routing information (i.e., BGP, OSPF/ISIS) allowing the informed
path selection service to compare diﬀerent paths based on their routing
metrics (e.g., BGP local preference or AS path, IGP cost, etc). This
is illustrated in Fig. 1 with the plain arrows.
• Active or passive measurements (i.e., delay, bandwidth, loss, etc) allowing the informed path selection service to compare diﬀerent paths
based on quantitative performance metrics. Note that the server does
not necessarily perform the measurements itself. It can request a third
party to do the job and retrieve the required performance metrics. This
is illustrated with dashed arrows on Fig. 1.
• Policies conﬁgured by the network administrator that indicate preferences for some paths over others.
Upon reception of a request, the informed path selection service builds
a list of all the possible paths between the source(s) and the destination(s).
Then, it removes from consideration the paths that are invalid due to routing
(e.g., one destination is not reachable from a given source) or policies. The
remaining paths are then ranked according to a set of criteria and the reply
sent back to the client contains the following information:
• the best path (source, destination),
• the second best path (source, destination),
• ...
• the Nth best path (source, destination)
• the lifetime for the ranked paths.
and for each path its associated rank.
The number of paths returned by the service may be lower, as indicated
above, than the total number of possible paths.
Ranking is valid for some time and the client is encouraged to cache the
ordered list for the lifetime indicated in the response.
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Source and destinations can be IP addresses (either IPv4 or IPv6 or
both), IP preﬁxes, AS numbers, names or of any other type, as long as the
client and the server agree on a meaning for them. This possibility to use
IP preﬁxes is motivated by the fact that contiguous IP addresses tend to be
used similarly and present similar performances [CH10, SDB09].
Idips is designed to be as generic as possible and to prevent an operator
to reveal critical information about its topology. This is the reason why
the only information returned to the client is the path rank. The rank is
an abstraction of information known by the server that deﬁnes a partial
order among the paths. The order is valid only within one reply and the
ranking relationship among any two paths in the reply holds the reﬂexivity,
antisymmetry and transitivity properties.
Path rank is the information revealed to the clients and is computed at
the server side with the help of cost functions. A cost function determines
the cost of using a path. The higher the cost, the less interesting the path.
The cost of a path is computed from its attributes. The path attributes
are the information related to the path. Example of path attributes are its
predicted round-trip delay, its reachability or even the AS path from the
RIB.
Sec. 2.2 discusses diﬀerent use cases where Idips can be used.

2.2

Use Cases

A client of the informed path selection service refers to any entity that
has the possibility to select a path to reach a destination or get a content. Idips is thus not limited to the user level applications but can also
be used directly to improve the routing with the control plane requesting
information from Idips to make better choices. In this section, we explore
several networking scenarios in which the service might ﬁnd a suitable usage,
demonstrating so the general purpose of the service. Additional use cases
described in [SB09] can be applied to our informed path selection service.
2.2.1

Peer-to-Peer

Peer-to-peer applications are clear candidate users for such an informed
path selection service. Each time a peer-to-peer client wants to fetch a given
content, it can use the service to rank the various peers sharing the content
and, then, select the peer based on the service reply instead of randomly
selecting a peer. Ranking, from the client perspective, might be done in
order to maximize the throughput, so that the best path will allow a faster
download of the content.
Furthermore, not only peer-to-peer clients can beneﬁt from the service
but also the ISPs. Indeed, an ISP or a campus network running the informed
path selection service could inﬂuence providers used by packets sent/received
5

by hosts of its networks. One can imagine an ISP giving priority to peerto-peer clients in its own network or in those with who it has a shared-cost
peering relationship, avoiding so to pay traﬃc to its own provider.
The rank is the information abstraction revealed to the client. Internally,
an Idips server relies on path attributes and cost functions.
Solutions allowing ISPs to help peer-to-peer clients have already been
proposed [XYK+ 08, AFS07]. See Sec. 6 for a discussion on how our informed
path service diﬀers from those solutions.
2.2.2

IPv4/IPv6 Transition

Due to the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 many hosts will be dual-stack
for the foreseeable future [CLH03]. Furthermore, measurements show that,
in today’s Internet, IPv4 and IPv6 do not provide the same performances,
even for a single source-destination pair [ZJUVM07]. This implies that to
reach a destination supporting both IPv4 and IPv6, a source can use the
informed path service selection to achieve better performance by selecting
the stack that provides the best performance.
Today, this selection is based on simple heuristics. For instance, as
highlighted by Matsumoto et al. [MFHK08], IPv6 is chosen prior to IPv4
in most of the dual-stack conﬁguration although IPv4 still remains the best
choice in most of the environments [ZJUVM07].
2.2.3

Multihoming

An increasing number of ISPs, but also campus and corporate networks have chosen to become multihomed by being attached to two or more
ISPs [ACK03]. For these networks, multihoming oﬀers two main beneﬁts:
technical and economical redundancy, i.e., they remain connected to the Internet even if the link that attaches them to one of their ISPs fails or if one
of their ISPs becomes bankrupt. Another important beneﬁt shown by several studies [APS04, AAS03, AMS+ 08, GDZ06, DD06] is that multihoming
allows sites to choose better quality paths over the Internet.
An informed path selection service can ﬁnd here an usage, for the ISP,
in selecting the best provider to reach a given destination/content.
2.2.4

Local Network Optimization

The use cases presented above are mostly considering interdomain traﬃc.
Nevertheless, Idips can be used for intradomain application. For example,
a network optimizing its IGP with OSPF-TE [KKY03] could obtain traﬃc
engineering information regarding its local links via Idips. In this case, the
Idips server would monitor internal path and use information from the IGP
to determine the best paths to use. Although this application is promising,
we have not investigated more.
6

2.2.5

Traffic Engineering with LISP

LISP, described in Chapter ??, relies on mappings. A mapping associates
a list of locators to an identiﬁer. A priority and a weight are associated to
each locator. Only the locators with the lowest priority value can be used,
the others can be used only for backup. The weight is used to balance the
traﬃc between the most preferable locators (see Chapter ??). Idips can
be used by the mapping owner to determine the priority and the weight of
the locators in a mapping. The priorities and weights in LISP oﬀer traﬃc
engineering capabilities to the LISP sites.

3

Service Construction

In this section, we describe how we implement an informed path selection
service. Our implementation is called ISP-Driven Informed Path Selection
(Idips) and it architecture is described in Sec. 3.1. We further discuss how
our implementation is included in the Xorp framework [HHK03] (Sec. 3.2).
Finally, we explain in details how to build simple cost functions and combine
them to reﬂect more complex ranking strategies (Sec. 3.3).

3.1

Architecture

Idips is composed of three independent modules: the Querying module,
the Prediction module, and the Measurement module. The Querying module is directly in relation with the client as it is in charge of receiving the
requests, computing the path ranking based on traﬃc qualiﬁcation provided
by the client and the ISP traﬃc engineering requirements, and replying with
the ranked paths. For the sake of generality, the remainder of this chapter
will use the term ranking criterion when referring to traﬃc qualiﬁcation.
The Measurement module is in charge of measuring path performance metrics if required. Finally, the Prediction module is used to predicting paths
performance (i.e., future performance metrics of a given path based on the
past measurements).
The ranking criterion provided by clients in their requests might require
measuring the network to obtain path performance metrics, such as delay or
bandwidth estimation. One of the key advantages of Idips is that it avoids
clients measuring themselves the network, leading to redundant traﬃc injected in the network (See Chapter ??). The Measurement module performs
the measurements or asks a third-party to perform the measurements. Those
measurements can be active (i.e., probes are sent in the network) or passive
(i.e., no additional traﬃc is injected).
It is possible to predict the performance of a given path if it has been previously measured [YRCR04, DCKM04, PLMS06, Pap07, dLUB05, WSS05,
LPS06, LGS07, LHC03, LGP+ 05, NZ04, FJP+ 99, NZ02, PCW+ 03, ST03,
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LHC05, CCRK04, RMK+ 08, MS04]. This prediction task is achieved by
the Prediction module. Note that a given measurement can be used in several diﬀerent predictions. For instance, the previous delay measurements
can serve for predicting the delay, the jitter, or for determining whether the
path is reachable or not.
To enable ﬂexibility, ease of implementation and performance1 , Idips
clearly separates the Querying, Measurement and Prediction modules. Each
instance module communicating with the other modules thanks to a standardized interface. Therefore, the handling of requests from the clients is
strictly separated from the prediction of path performance and path performance prediction is separated from path measurements.
The Querying module receives the ranking requests from the clients and
computes the rank for these requested paths based on their predicted future
performance. Future paths performance are estimated by the Prediction
module that relies on the measurements performed by the Measurement
modules.
All along this chapter, we are using the terms measurements and predictions however, they have to be understood in their very generic meaning.
For Idips, a measurement corresponds to any information grabbed from
the network. This deﬁnition encompasses active measurements like pings,
passive measurements like Netﬂow information [Cla04] or even routing information like BGP feeds. Likewise, a prediction in Idips is an information
that is likely to be valid in the coming future. Therefore, a prediction can be
the result of very complex machine learning techniques but also very simple
information like the originating AS of the path destination. In other word,
a measurement is an information discovered in the past and a prediction is
an information that is likely to be valid in the coming future.
To support as many requests per second as possible, the Idips modules
are running independently of each others. This independence is ensured
through the use of caches. Each module stores its processing results in its
local cache. If another module requests a given result, a simple get in the
appropriate cache will return it.
There may exist several instances of the Prediction and Measurement
modules. For example, Idips can have a delay measurement module, a
bandwidth measurement module, a delay prediction module, and a bandwidth prediction module. Sec. 3.2.1 gives an example of Measurement and
Prediction modules implementation.
3.1.1

Querying module

Common applications are only able to use one path at a time, even
if several exist. In this case, the client only needs to know the very best
1

Idips must potentially handle many ranking requests simultaneously
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path returned by Idips when it has no additional information about the
paths. For this reason, the list of ranked path is sorted by rank before being
transmitted to the client. Then, the client can safely consider the ﬁrst path
of the list as the very best path (or one best path among all the best paths if
several ones have the same lowest rank value). The other paths are returned
only for resiliency (the best path is not valid for the client) or if the client
uses the ranked list to reﬁne a local decision. Sorting the paths simplify the
operation at the client.
Paths ranking is done with the use of Cost Function. For a given <source,
destination> pair, the cost function returns a cost, i.e., a positive integer
resulting from metrics combination of a given path. The lower the path cost,
the more attractive the path. By deﬁnition, the sum of several costs is also
a cost. It is therefore possible to combine cost functions with a weighted
sum in order to reﬂect complex strategies or politics. Sec. 3.3 explains how
to construct cost functions.
To support as many requests per second as possible, the Idips modules
are running independently of each others. This means that the Querying
module never has to wait for a path performance prediction to be computed
by the Prediction module to compute the path ranking. When a prediction
has to be retrieved by the Querying module, it calls a get on the Prediction
module for the path attribute it is interested in. The attributes of a path
are the predicted metric values as computed by the Prediction module for
the path. For the sake of generality, any attribute is encoded as an integer.
If an information is too complex to be represented with a single integer, it
can always be represented as a set of integers. For example, an < x, y >
coordinates can be decomposed in the x coordinate and the y coordinate
and a function that needs to use the coordinates just needs to retrieve the
x coordinate and the y coordinate to reconstruct the full coordinates.
Sec. 3.1.3 gives more details about the interface to retrieve path attributes
from the Prediction module.
Depending on its needs, a client can query Idips in a synchronous or
asynchronous way. In synchronous mode, when a request is received by the
Idips server, the server sends the list of ranked paths back to the client
once computed. On the contrary, in asynchronous mode, when a request
is received by the Idips server, the server computes the paths ranking but
does not send the list back to the client. The requester must explicitly send
a special command to retrieve the list of ranked paths. The API that Idips
presents to clients is depicted in Fig. 2 for the synchronous mode and in
Fig. 3 for the asynchronous mode.
The commands are sent by the client to the server. When the client uses
the asynchronous mode, it receives a transaction identiﬁer (tid) back from
the server. Every request received by a server is abstracted as a transaction.
This tid is the identiﬁer of that transaction on the server. This identiﬁer is
used for retrieving the list of ranked path with the get all path ranks. If
9

sync_rank_paths
? sources & destinations & criterion
-> ranked_paths_list & ttl
Figure 2: Idips server API for synchronous mode clients

async_rank_paths
? sources & destinations & criterion
-> tid
get_all_path_ranks
? tid
-> ranked_paths_list & ttl
get_next_path_rank
? tid
-> source & destination & rank & ttl & more
get_next_n_path_ranks
? tid & n
-> ranked_paths_list & ttl & more
terminate_transaction
? tid
Figure 3: Idips server API for asynchronous mode clients
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the ranking is not yet computed by the server when the get all path ranks
is received, an empty list of ranked paths and the invalid 0x0 ttl are returned.
The server, in asynchronous mode, always returns immediately a result when
it receives an async rank paths or a get all path ranks. The client must
then poll the server until it has retrieved the list. This behavior is used
to avoid the server to maintain state about the clients, it only maintains
ranking state. To avoid the need of client polling, signaling could be used
to let the server inform the client that the transaction is ready but it thus
means that the server must maintain state about the client, which is what
we want to avoid while using asynchronous mode. Polling is by deﬁnition
avoided in synchronous mode. It is worth to notice that a ranking call
can be implemented as being blocking or non-blocking at the client side,
independently of the client to server communication mode. The typical use
of a blocking call is when the path to exchange data cannot be changed
once the ﬂow is started. Then, the best path must be used. The client
must then wait for the path ranking before being able to exchange data.
On the contrary, non-blocking call is used when the client can change the
path it uses while exchanging data. For example, a shim6 [NB09] host starts
exchanging data with a path arbitrarily selected by following the rules of
RFC3484 [Dra03]. If the data transfer is long enough, shim6 could decide
to switch to the best path computed by Idips. In this case, the ﬂow can
start as soon as possible, even if the path used to exchange data might be
sub-optimal at the beginning.
To avoid this waste of resources, Idips also oﬀers the possibility to retrieve one path at a time with the get next path rank that returns the
best path that has not yet been retrieved by the client. To use the best
working path, the client can use the algorithm presented in Fig. 4 where
handle path is the client function that needs the path and that returns
true when no more path is needed. The more parameter returned by the
get next path rank indicates if there is still a path to retrieve for the transaction. Optionally, the client can explicitly ask Idips to terminate the transaction. If not, Idips should eventually terminate it automatically. Instead
of considering retrieving the rankings one by one or all at a time, the more
generic get next n path ranks is also proposed where the client speciﬁes
the number of paths that must be returned by Idips. The equivalent of
to a speciﬁed number higher or equal
get
¡ all path ranks corresponding
¢
to sources ∗ destinations while a value equal to one corresponds to the
get next path rank. However, in most of the cases, a client is interested
by either one or all the paths.
We suggest to use UDP to exchange message between the clients and the
servers. Using UDP avoids the burden of establishing and maintaining TCP
connections. However, Idips does not preclude the use of another protocol
or even several protocols at the same time. For example, a server can be
requestable via UDP by lightweight clients and propose a more complex
11

more := true
WHILE more
DO
(src, dst, rank, more) := get_next_path_rank(tid)
IF handle_path(srcs, dst, rank)
THEN
STOP
END
DONE
terminate_transaction(tid)
Figure 4: One-by-one path ranking retrieval algorithm
start_measurement ?

source & destination & interval

stop_measurement

?

source & destination

set_interval

?

source & destination & interval

get_measurements

? source & destination
-> measurements

Figure 5: Measurement module API
interface via HTTP/XML for more powerful clients.
3.1.2

Measurement Module

The Measurement module is in charge of measuring the paths. The
measurements can be active or passive. For example, an active measurement
could be a ping and a passive measurement could be the count of the number
of TCP SYNs entering the network.
The Measurement module API presented in Fig. 5 is two fold. The
start measurement, stop measurement and set interval commands determine the targets to measure while the get measurements is used to retrieve the last measurements of a path.
Measurements are always deﬁned between a source and a destination
and are performed periodically (with a conﬁgurable interval between the
measurements). The possibility to modify the interval of a measurement is
not mandatory but is more convenient as it allows one to adapt the mea12

start_prediction ?

path

stop_prediction

?

path

get_prediction

? path
-> prediction
Figure 6: Prediction module API

surement rate dynamically without disrupting a measurement campaign. If
such command is not available, it means that the measured values must be
stored outside the measurement module. Indeed, without the set interval
command, the measurement has to be stopped, then re-started from scratch
meaning that all the state in the measurement module instance is lost for
this measurement. Finally, the get measurements command returns all the
measurements performed so far for the <source, destination>.
The decision of measuring a path is done either by conﬁguration or
triggered by the Prediction module.
3.1.3

Prediction Module

The prediction module contains all the intelligence of Idips. Indeed,
Idips is a service that aims at determining the best paths to use. However,
determining the best path to use is a prediction exercise as the future behavior of a path is seldom know, particularly when considering inter-domain
paths. Determining how to predict a path behavior the best is out of the
scope of this chapter but this section presents how a Prediction module has
to be implemented in Idips.
As already expressed earlier, Idips modules are running independently.
However, the Querying module needs to know the path attributes computed
by the Prediction module. In addition, the Prediction module has to know
the path it has to predict the performance metric for. To this aim, the
Prediction module provides the API presented in Fig. 6.
This API has two components. On the one hand, the start prediction
and stop prediction commands are used to specify the path to predict
performance metric for. On the other hand, the get prediction command
is used to retrieve the predictions.
get prediction always returns a value. If the attribute value is not
deﬁned, an error or a meaningful default value is returned. For example, if
the bandwidth of a path is not known a default value of zero can be returned
making the path less interesting than any other path.
The decision of measuring or predicting a path is highly related to the deployment policies, the topology and the traﬃc. The decision of predicting a
13

path is thus not provided by Idips but is considered case by case by the Prediction module or by conﬁguration. There exists three ways of determining
if a prediction has to be started or stopped. First, an operator can manually determine the path to do prediction for and uses start prediction
and stop prediction commands to do so. Second, a prediction module
instance can determine by itself if a path is worth being measured or not.
For example, if a prediction module received enough get prediction for
a path it is not predicting yet, it can decide to start predicting it. In this
second case, the start prediction and stop prediction commands are
not used. Finally, a prediction module instance can predict that a path has
to be predicted and command another prediction module to start predicting
the path. For example, a prediction module instance can be in charge of
predicting if a path is important or not based on the traﬃc it carries. If the
path is considered as important, it can ask to start the delay prediction for
that particular important path.
To predict the future path behavior, a prediction module often needs information from the measurement module. Like the Querying module can retrieve a prediction with a simple get, the Prediction module can retrieve the
measurements from the Measurement module with the get measurements
(see Sec. 3.1.2). The Prediction module can use the last measurements to
predict the future behavior of a path. Based on the prediction and on its
quality, the prediction module can decide to modify the frequency at which
a measurement has to be performed (with the sec interval command) or
ultimately to start or stop a measurement. In addition, because a prediction module aims at providing the path performance for the near future, the
get prediction only returns one result as opposed to get measurements
that returns a list of measurements. Obviously, this API does not preclude
an extended API that would return more information about the quality of
the prediction (for example a TTL) or several predictions at once.

3.2

XORP Implementation

Sec. 3.1 presents a potential generic architecture for Idips. In this section, we present how we have implemented Idips within the Xorp framework [HHK03]. Xorp is an open source routing plateform that facilitates
the implementation of control plane protocols. In Xorp, each control plane
protocol (this including their communication channels) is implemented as
an independent process. The Xorp inter-process communication is ensured
by the use of the Xorp Resource Locators (XRL). An XRL is very similar
to RPC but much simpler to implement and use. XRLs are always asynchronous. It means that once a process has sent an XRL, it does not block
waiting the answer. When the target of the XRL has computed the result,
it will instead trigger the call of a callback function at the process that sent
the XRL. This is possible because a callback function (a C++ method ref14
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Figure 7: Idips within Xorp

erence) is always associated to an XRL call. The callback is just a call to
the method on the instance with the parameters set to the values computed
by the target of the XRL. We have chosen to implement Idips within Xorp
for two reasons. First, implementing Idips in Xorp gives direct access to
the routing table, meaning that routing information can be easily injected
into Idips. Xorp provides implementations for the most common control
plane protocols, e.g., BGP, with well deﬁned XRL interfaces to communicate
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get measure(a, b)
get measure(a, c)

set att(Pa,c , delay, y)

ping(a, b)
ping(a, c)
ping(a, b)

rank(src: a, dst: {b, c},
TQ: min delay)

ping(a, b)

cf delay(Pa,b )

ping(a, c)
cf delay(Pa,c )
ping(a, b)
sort(Pa,b , Pa,c )
ping(a, c)
rank!

Cost function

XRL

UDP

Figure 8: Example of modules interactions in Idips

with. Second, Xorp is designed to be distributed. It means that it is possible to have processes interacting together but running on diﬀerent hosts.
We do not use process distribution in our prototype however, one could
imagine running the prediction modules on dedicated servers or distribute
the measurement module.
As in the generic architecture presented in Sec. 3.1, our implementation
is decomposed in the Querying, Prediction and Measurement modules. The
querying module is a single Xorp process, while there are as many Xorp
processes as required to implement the Measurement and Prediction modules. For example, if Idips requires to measure the delay and the bandwidth,
the Measurement module will contain two Xorp module. One implementing
a delay measurement and the other implementing the bandwidth measurement. Fig. 7 shows the Idips architecture in Xorp, while Fig. 8 shows how
the diﬀerent modules interact with each others.
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The Querying module is decomposed in three main parts: (i) the Frontend part, (ii) the Transaction part and (iii) the Cost function part. The
Transaction part receives the requests from clients and returns the ranking results. The Transaction part processes the requests received by the
Front-end and computes the path rank for these requests. Finally, the Cost
function part implements the cost functions. Our implementation has two
diﬀerent Front-ends. On the one hand, a client can request Idips to rank
paths by sending UDP messages. On the other hand, any Xorp process
can request paths ranking just by sending an XRL to the Querying module.
The typical use of UDP messages is for clients independent of Idips, e.g., a
P2P client while the XRL interface allows any XORP process to use Idips
to improve its decision. For example, the FIB as computed by Xorp could
be optimized by taking Idips ranks into account.
Idips must potentially handle many ranking requests at the same time.
To support a potentially high load, requests are abstracted into transactions.
Therefore, for each request, a transaction instance is created by a unique
identiﬁer. Each transaction runs independently of the others and maintains
the list of sources, the list of destinations and the path ranking criterion.
If the request uses the synchronous mode, the transaction also maintains
information to send the reply to the requester. When a request is received,
the Front-end instantiates an empty transaction and adds all the paths from
the request. At that stage, the paths are computed blindly: for each source
s, for each destination d in the source and destination lists, the < s, d > path
is added to the transaction. Once all the paths are added to the transaction,
the run method is called on the instance.
The job of the run method is to determine the cost and the rank of each
path, according to the path ranking criterion and to build the sorted list of
ranked paths. A transaction is ready once the ordered list of ranked paths
has been built completely. The cost of each path is determined by calling
the appropriated cost function on the path. Once the cost is determined for
a path, the path, tagged with its cost is added to the priority queue costs.
The costs structure is maintained ordered by the path cost. It means that
at any time, the ith entry in costs has a lower or equal cost than the i+1th
entry. The transaction is set ready once the cost and rank of each path is
known. If the request was in synchronous mode, the transaction triggers the
transmission of the reply to the request once the transaction becomes ready.
If the request was in asynchronous mode, the method stops. As long as the
transaction is not ready, a call to retrieve a path for an asynchronous mode
request returns an error.
We have implemented the call of the cost function in two diﬀerent ways.
By using XRL or by directly calling the method on the querying module
class instance. We use the XRLs to parallelize the processing. However,
as the processing of XRL is centralized (via the finder) and because the
management of XRLs is sequential and implemented with a list, this im17

plementation does not improve the performance, even worse, it reduces the
number of requests Idips is able to sustain and may cause ranking failures
because XRLs can be lost. Indeed, the XRLs are enqueued in a list limited
in size and number of entries. Therefore, once the list is full, XRLs can be
lost. The performance can also drop because an XRL at position i in the
queue will not be dispatched to the Querying module before the XRLs prior
to position i have been dispatched to their target process. Even if the processes are diﬀerent. With an experiment where the requests ask to rank 50
diﬀerent paths, we observed a drop of 54% of requests per second supported
by Idips compared to an implementation calling the cost function directly
without XRLs. We also noticed about 12% of failing transactions and a
time to compute the rank 56 times higher with the XRL implementation.
However, for the requests that succeeded, the time perceived by the client
was 13% faster with the XRL implementation. The time perceived by the
client is the time elapsed between the sending of the request and the reception of the ordered list of ranked paths. Despite the better client perceived
time with the XRL implementation, we recommend not to use the XRL
implementation. Indeed, without the use of XRLs, Idips can handle more
simultaneous requests and does not face loss of requests due to the limited
size of the XRL queue.
Sec. 3.1 proposes to keep the modules independent thanks to the use of
getter functions: when a module needs information from another module,
it sends a get to the module to retrieve the values. In our implementation,
every module implements such getters. However, we have also implemented
a paths attributes cache within the Querying module. This cache stores, for
each path, all the known attributes for the paths. The attribute values are
computed by the Prediction module. This cache is based on a push model.
It means that it is not the Querying module that populates it but the Prediction module that pushes the values to that cache. The querying module
thus implements the set attribute and get attribute XRLs. Therefore,
when a prediction is computed, the Prediction module immediately calls
the set attribute XRL on the Querying module to set the attribute value
for the path that as just been computed. This mechanism is implemented
to speed-up the cost computation for the paths. Indeed, as presented in
Sec. 3.3, the cost of a path is computed with a cost function that potentially needs the attributes of the path. Thus, without an attribute cache at
the Querying module, an XRL must be called to the appropriate Prediction
module instance for each attribute to retrieve. However, calling XRL implies
some delay as the call must be sent ﬁrst to the main Xorp process, i.e., the
ﬁnder, then it is sent to the appropriate Prediction module instance. This
delay can become non negligible if the Prediction module is not running
on the same host as the Querying module. For this reason, the Querying
module does only rely on this cache. If the cache has no entry for the path
attribute, it is considered that the path is not under measurement/prediction
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and the Cost function must determine an appropriate cost. It is important
to remark that our implementation does not allow the prediction module to
determine by itself that a path merits to be predicted. Indeed, the Querying module never calls the get attribute on the prediction module so the
prediction module cannot count the number of failing calls. However, one
could imagine a measurement module instance monitoring the cache misses
at the querying module. The prediction module could then determine the
paths that are worth being predicted.
The notion of module is translated into XRL interfaces in Xorp. Except
for the Querying module, there might be several C++ classes implementing
a module and possibly several instances of a class as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Each class must implement the XRL interface corresponding to the module
it is related to. Fig. 9 gives the XRLs that must be implemented by the
class implementing the Querying module. It is important to notice that the
interface for the querying module is only composed of the setter and the
getter for the path attributes. It does not include an interface for clients to
query Idips. Indeed, XRL interfaces are only related to the implementation.
Nevertheless, we have implemented the client-related commands described
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 with XRLs to make Idips usable directly by any Xorp
process. It means that our Idips implementation has two front-ends, one
listening on UDP and the other listening on XRLs. Fig. 10 lists the XRLs
that must be implemented by the classes implementing the Measurement
module. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the XRLs that the classes implementing the
Prediction module must implement. Each class implementing one and only
one technique. For example, one class can implement a UDP ping for the
measurement module and another can measure the path bandwidth and one
class can implement a delay bandwidth product predictor based on the delay
and bandwidth measurements.
The whole process is presented in Fig. 8. The Prediction module asks an
instance of the Measurement module (i.e., the delay measurement instance)
to measure a path. A path to measure is deﬁned by a source and a destination. For the sake of generality, the source and the endpoint of any path
to measure is represented textually, meaning that it can be a name, an IP
address a network interface, or any other suitable information. Each path
installed in a measurement module is periodically measured with a conﬁgurable interval between measurements (e.g., 5 for path (a,b) and 10 for (a,c)
in Fig. 8). The use of IP preﬁxes instead of IP addresses is particularly interesting to aggregate information. For example, if a site has one IP preﬁx
p/P for its clients and that the performance are considered to be the same
for any of them, then all the paths can be aggregated by using the p/P
source instead of the client IP address.
The start measurement XRL function triggers the measurement of the
path deﬁned by the source and destination parameters. The path is then
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interface idips_querying/0.1 {
/**
* Get a path attribute
* @param path to get the attribute from
* @param name of the attribute
* @param value of the path attribute
* @param rpath echo of path
*/
get_attribute?path:txt&name:txt->value:u32&rpath:txt;
/**
* Set a path attribute
* @param path to set the attribute to
* @param name of the attribute
* @param value of the path attribute
*/
set_attribute?path:txt&name:txt&value:u32;
}

Figure 9: Xorp Querying module XRL interface
measured every interval seconds (e.g., 5 for the path (a,b) in Fig. 8).2
The various Measurements module instances keep locally the last measurements they obtained for the paths they are measuring. When a Prediction module needs a measurement, it sends a get measurement XRL to the
adequate instance of the Measurement module and retrieves the measurements for the path. The measurement is then sent to the Querying module,
with the set attribute function, for being stored in the Predicted values
storage.
3.2.1

Examples of module implementation

This section presents two examples of module implementation. We ﬁrst
present a Measurement module that implements a UDP ping and then describe a Prediction module that implements an average delay predictor. The
Prediction module uses the measurement module to predict the delay of the
paths.
Measurement module example Our Measurement module example implements a simple UDP ping. To estimate the round-trip delay between a
<source, destination> IP pair, we send a UDP segment to the destination
on a port number that is very unlikely to be open. If the port is not opened
2

To avoid synchronization, the time between two measurements should be set to be
equal to the interval parameter on average.
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interface idips_measurement/0.1 {
/**
* Start periodically measuring a destination
* @param destination destination to measure
* @param interval interval in seconds between two measurements
*/
start_measurement?source:txt&destination:txt&interval:u32;
/**
* Stop measuring a destination
* @param destination destination to stop measuring
*/
stop_measurement?source:txt&destination:txt;
/**
* Change measurement interval for a destination
* @param destination destination to change the measurement interval
* @param interval new measurement interval for the destination
*/
set_interval?source:txt&destination:txt&interval:u32;
/**
* @params destination destination to get the past measurements
* @params measurements list of measurements
* @params clean remove elements after retrieving them
*/
get_measurements?source:txt&destination:txt&clean:bool->measurements:list<u32>;
}

Figure 10: Xorp Measurement module XRL interface
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interface idips_prediction/0.1 {
/**
* Start a prediction model for a path
* @param path to predict
* @param src source IP for the measurements
* @param dst destination IP for the measurements
*/
start_prediction?path:txt&src:ipv4&dst:ipv4;
/**
* Stop a prediction model for a path
* @param path to stop the prediction for
*/
stop_prediction?path:txt;
/**
* Get the prediction for a path
* @param path to get the prediction for
* @param prediction for the path
*/
get_prediction?path:txt->prediction:u32;
}

Figure 11: Xorp Prediction module XRL interface
and if no ﬁltering applies, an ICMP port unreachable is expected to be returned to the Measurement module. The sending of the UDP segments is
done by using the Xorp socket API. Xorp sockets are similar to the Posix
sockets except that they are asynchronous and that they are implemented
with XRLs. In the reminder of this section we will use the term socket to
refer to the Xorp socket abstraction. A Xorp process that wants to use a
socket has to implement the socket4 user3 XRL interface. This interface
deﬁnes several XRL like error event or recv event that respectively indicate if an error occurred with the socket or if bytes are ready to be read
on a socket. The socket4 user is used to signal the Xorp process about
events on the sockets it is in charge of. To open, bind, connect, listen, send
data on or close a socket, the Idips must use an XRL Socket Client. XRL
Sockets Clients are classes that implement the socket4 XRL interface and
are directly provided in the Xorp framework.
To implement the UDP ping, we create one connected UDP socket per
<source, destination> IP pair and periodically send a UDP socket with it.
The time at which the packet is sent is stored for later use. Because the
destination does not listen on the port, it sends an ICMP port unreachable
that eventually triggers the call of the error event XRL in our process.
3

socket6 user for IPv6
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The error indicates on which socket the error arrives and the nature of the
error. The delay is thus simply computed by doing now − measure where
now is the time at which the XRL is called and measure is the time at
which the probe was sent.
The module needs to keep some state about the <source,destination> IP
pairs it measures. To do so, diﬀerent datastructure are required. First, the
destinations map maintains measurement information for each <source,
destination> IP pair. This information contains the interval at which the
pair must be measured and the list of the measured delays for the pair (the
closer to the end of the list, the more recent the measurement). Once a
delay has been measured for a pair, it is appended to its measured delay
list. When the get measurements command is called on the measurement
module, this is the measured delay list for the requested pair that is returned.
Two other datastructures are used to map a socket identiﬁer to a pair and
vice versa. The socket info maps gives information about the socket
indexed by the socket identiﬁer. The related information is the source and
destination addresses and the time at which the last segment has been sent
on this socket (the measure variable). The sockets map is the opposite
of the socket info. sockets gives the socket identiﬁer for any pair. The
socket info is unfortunately required as there exists no way in Xorp to
retrieve meta information on a socket like those we need.
The IP pairs are measured periodically. To implement these periodic
probings, we use a Xorp periodic timer. Every second, this timer calls the
loop method of our process. When this method is called, a UDP segment is
sent to each <source, destination> IP pair that should have been measured
at the latest when the loop method is called. To eﬃciently determine the
pairs to measure at the loop call, the to measure priority queue is maintained for each source covered by the measurement module. The key in the
priority queue is the time at which the measurement has to be done and the
value is the destination address. When a measurement is sent by the loop,
the entry is removed from the priority queue and the next measurement
time is computed for that entry. The new measurement time is then added
to the priority queue. Fig. 12 shows the pseudo-code of the loop method.
Lines 17 – 21 ensure the measurement periodicity of <source, destination>
pair that has not been stopped. The salt is used to avoid synchronization of
measurements and is a small random value [AKZ99].4 With Fig. 12, we can
see that stopping a measurement by calling the stop measurement does not
apply immediately and an ultimate probe is sent after such a call. We can
also see that there is never more that one entry par <source, destination>
pair in the queue which is optimal from a memory point of view.
Fig. 13 shows how the ICMP port unreachable is processed by our module.
4

In our implementation, the salt is zero.
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00 FOREACH source IN _to_measure
01 DO
02
WHILE _to_measure[source] IS NOT EMTPY
03
DO
04
entry := _to_measure[source].pop
05
06
IF entry.key > NOW
07
THEN
08
MOVE TO NEXT SOURCE
09
END
10
11
destination := entry.address
12
socketid := _sockets[source][destination]
13
_socket_info[socketid].last_call := NOW
14
15
send_UDP_probe(socketid, source, destination)
16
17
IF (source, destination) NOT STOPPED
18
THEN
19
entry.key := NOW + _destinations[source][destination].interval
+ salt
20
_to_measure[source].push(entry)
21
END
22
DONE
23 DONE
Figure 12: Measurement module loop method pseud-code

SOCKET4_USER_0_1_ERROR_EVENT(socketid, error)
00 now := NOW
01 IF error = ICMP_PORT_UNREACHABLE
02 THEN
03
si := _socket_info[socketid]
04
measure := si.last_call
05
delay := now - measure
06
_destinations[si.source][si.destination].measurements.append(delay)
07 END
Figure 13: UDP ICMP port unreachable management
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Figure 14: Delay precision comparison between standard UDP ping, ICMP
ping and XORP UDP ping

It is not possible, without changing Xorp to associate a time to an event
on a socket. This explains why line 0 is required in the algorithm of Fig. 13.
The retrieval of the time has to be carried out as soon as possible to limit
the inaccuracy of the delay estimation.
Fig. 14 compares the accuracy of the UDP ping we have implemented in a
Measurement module with the standard traceroute UDP ping and the ICMP
ping command. Fig. 14 plots the average of delay measured by the technique
and the 95% conﬁdence interval. For the comparison, we made 1,500 pings
for each technique. The interval between two probes is one second. The
setup uses two machines directly on the same VLAN. One running Idips on
Linux, and the other receiving the UDP probes and running on Linux. The
UDP ping is performed with the traceroute command and the ICMP ping
with the ping command.
From Fig. 14 UDP ping and XORP labels, we can see that using XORP
introduces a bias in the measurement. This bias is mostly due to the process context switching introduced by the XRL based implementation of the
XORP sockets. Indeed, when an segment arrives at the host, it is not
delivered immediately to the measurement process. It is ﬁrst received by
the main Xorp process that then notiﬁes the Measurement module process
that an event occurred on the socket (i.e., the reception of the ICMP port
unreachable). This design thus imply process switching in addition to the
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standard kernel/user space switching with POSIX sockets. In addition, this
scheme is also applied when sending the segment meaning that the time
between the probe is sent from the Measurement module process and the
time the probe is eﬀectively received by the kernel depends on how rapidly
the XRL is sent and processed by the main Xorp process. However, the
bias is of less than 0.3ms in our setup which is acceptable for most of the
measurements. More interestingly, the measurement is better with the UDP
ping implemented in Idips than the standard ICMP ping.

Prediction module example The Measurement module presented above
does delay measurement by the mean of UDP pings. The Prediction module
example in this section uses the round-trip-delays measured by the UDP ping
measurement module to predict the delay expected for the paths in the near
future. The Prediction module simply averages the last round-trip-delays
measured for a <source, destination> IP pairs. The average delay is the
prediction of the delay for the path deﬁned by the pair.
In this module, a path is deﬁned by a source and a destination IP address.
When a start prediction command is received by the prediction module,
it requests the UDP ping measurement module to start a measurement for
the <source, destination> IP pair that deﬁnes the path the delay prediction
has to be performed for. The prediction module then periodically retrieves
the list of the last measurements for the path. Because the prediction module
is the single one to use the UDP ping prediction module, it requests the
measurement module to ﬂush its memory. The prediction module then
computes the average of the measured delays in the list. This average is
considered as the future value of the delay until the next retrieval of the
measurements list for the path.
The prediction module maintains two datastructures. On the one hand,
the paths map maps a path to a <source, destination> IP pair. On the
other hand, the delays map stores the predicted delay for each path.
To speed-up the Querying module processing, the prediction module
also pushes the prediction delays to the Querying module path attributes
collection. That is, when the Querying module needs the delay prediction,
it does not need to request the prediction module. Doing so limits the use
of XRLs and thus the number of context switches.
Our example implementation has no other intelligence. Indeed, the list
of measurements is retrieved at the same rate for each path (once every
10 seconds thanks to a Xorp periodic timer) and the prediction module
requests the UDP ping measurement module to send a probe every second.
However, it would not be a hard task to modify the module to enable an
adaptive measurement rate and an adaptive measurements list retrieval.
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Algorithm 1 Example of cost function for the reachability
Ensure: Integer value representing the result of this Cost Function.
1: procedure is reachable cf(src, dst)
2:
reachable ← get attribute(<src,dst>, REACHABILITY)
3:
return reachable
4: end procedure

3.3

Cost Functions Implementation

In this section, we show how to construct simple fundamental cost functions and how to combine them to implement an ISP policy. Our example
is based on a situation in which an ISP has three customer families: (i)
premium users always requiring the best available performances, (ii) standard users requiring a good performance/cost trade oﬀ, and (iii) light users
always requiring the lowest cost. The traﬃc engineering changes between
the night and the day for standard users: during the day, a lower cost is
preferred while during the night, the performance is preferred. The monetary cost of a path depends on the 95th percentile load of the link used to
reach the Internet.
In our example, we assume that the prediction module feeds the querying
module with the following information:
• routing reachability of the paths. A path is reachable if there exists a
route in the FIB to forward traﬃc from its source to its destination,
this information is stored in the REACHABILITY attribute
• originating ASN. The originating Autonomous System Number of a
path is the originating AS number of the preﬁx of the destination as
discovered by BGP. This information is stored in the ORIGIN attribute
• monetary cost of the paths. The monetary cost of a path is the expected cost it would represent to carrying one additional Mega bit per
second of traﬃc on it. This cost is computed by applying the 95th
percentile technique [DHKS09] and is stored in the COST attribute
• available bandwidth of the paths. The available bandwidth of each
path is estimated and is expressed in Mbps stored in the ABW attribute
• customer family. A customer can be premium, standard or light user.
The customer family, stored in the FAMILY attribute, of a path is determined simply by considering the source of the path and ignoring its
destination
We ﬁrst have to deﬁne if a destination is reachable or not from a given
source address. A path, deﬁned by a <source, destination> pair, has its
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Algorithm 2 Example of cost function for the path locality
Ensure: Integer value representing the result of this Cost Function.
1: procedure locality cf(src, dst)
2:
origin ← get attribute(<src,dst>, ORIGIN)
3:
if origin = LOCAL ASN then
4:
return 0
5:
end if
6:
return 1
7: end procedure
Algorithm 3 Example of cost function for the cost minimization
Ensure: Integer value representing the cost of using the path deﬁned by
src, dst.
1: procedure minimize cost cf(src, dst)
2:
cost ← get attribute(<src,dst>, COST)
3:
return cost
4: end procedure
Algorithm 4 Example of available bandwidth cost function
Ensure: Integer value representing the result of this Cost Function.
1: MAX BW the highest theoretical available bandwidth in the network
2: procedure available bw cf(src, dst)
3:
abw ← get attribute(<src,dst>, ABW)
4:
return (MAX BW – abw)
5: end procedure
REACHABILITY attribute equal to 1 if it is reachable. Otherwise, the attribute
is set to the maximum integer value. The cost function is reachable cf,
implemented in Algorithm 1, thus makes reachable destinations more preferable than unreachable ones.
The locality of a path is determined by the originating AS number of
the path destination. If the destination preﬁx is originated by the operator,
the path is considered local. Algorithm 2 shows how to implement the
locality cf cost function that prefers local paths over non-local ones. In
this function, LOCAL ASN is operator AS number.
Algorithm 3 shows the minimize cost cf cost function that returns the
monetary cost of using a path. This function makes path with the lowest
monetary cost more attractive. To avoid oscillations, it is a good idea to use
classes of monetary costs instead of the exact monetary cost. For example,
the COST attribute could be the monetary cost modulo x instead of being
the raw value of the monetary cost.
When considering bandwidth, the best paths are those having the highest available bandwidth. The implementation of a cost function preferring
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Algorithm 5 Example of customer family cost function
Ensure: Integer value representing the customer family for traﬃc from src
to dst.
1: procedure customer family cf(src, dst)
2:
family ← get attribute(<src,dst>, FAMILY)
3:
return family
4: end procedure
Algorithm 6 Example of a complex cost function
Ensure: Encounters customers requirements
1: PREMIUM USER = 1
2: STANDARD USER = 10
3: LIGHT USER = 20
4: procedure customer management cf(src, dst)
5:
if (is reachable cf (src, dst) = MAX INTEGER) then
6:
return (UNREACHABLE)
7:
end if
8:
customer ← CUSTOMER FAMILY CF(src, dst)
9:
if (customer = PREMIUM USER) then
10:
cost ← AVAILABLE BW CF(src, dst)
11:
end if
12:
if ((customer = STANDARD USER ∧ DAY) ∨ customer =
LIGHT USER) then
13:
cost ← MINIMIZE COST CF(src, dst)
14:
end if
15:
if (customer = STANDARD USER ∧ NIGHT) then
16:
cost ← AVAILABLE BW CF(src, dst)
17:
end if ¡
¢
18:
return LOCALITY CF(src, dst) · cost + cost
19: end procedure
paths with the highest bandwidth is not straightforward. Indeed, Idips, by
deﬁnition, always prefers the lowest cost while in terms of bandwidth, the
highest is the best. Thus, to prefer the paths with the highest bandwidth,
the value of the available bandwidth is subtracted to the highest theoretical available bandwidth for the operator (i.e., the capacity of the best link
(or link bundle) in the network). Algorithm 4 provides the implementation of such a cost function, MAX BW being the highest theoretical available
bandwidth in the network.
As for cost minimization, the customer family cost function only has to
return the customer family. Algorithm 5 shows the implementation of this
cost function. In the system, the family 1 corresponds to premium users, 10
is for standard users and 20 for light users.
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The previous algorithms can be combined by the network operator to
build more complex policies. Algorithm 6 combines all the blocks in order
to reﬂect the operator policies proposed earlier in this section. In particular,
Algorithm 6 ﬁrst checks whether the destination dst is reachable from the
source src. If the path is reachable, it applies the policies previously deﬁned,
based on the FAMILY attribute. For premium clients available bandwidth is
always preferred. For standard clients the applied policy depends on the
time period; the available bandwidth is used as cost function during the
night, while cost minimization is preferred during the day.
The last line gives preference to a local paths. This line is an example
of weighted sum of cost functions. More particularly, the cost result by the
CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT CF is a weighted sum of the costs from other cost
functions, weight by the cost returned by a cost function. The principle in
the example is to double the cost if the path is not local.

4

Performance Based Traffic Engineering with LISP
and IDIPS

Sec. ?? shows how the priority, weight and TTL can be used to ensure
traﬃc engineering with LISP. In LISP, the best locator is the locator presenting the lowest priority value. To some extent, we can thus consider
the RLOC priority as its relative rank in the mapping. As a consequence,
Idips ranks can be used to infer the RLOC priorities dynamically. Using
Idips to attribute the LISP priorities then enables automated performance
based incoming traﬃc engineering. Sec. ?? shows that EID preﬁxes are
likely to be attached to several locators. If an EID have several locators,
which are not aliases, it means that it exists several paths to exchange packets with it. However, it is well known that the paths on the Internet are
not equal [AAS03, AMS+ 08, GDZ06, Int05, Cis, SAA+ 99, Ava05, XYK+ 08,
DD06]. . Some path have lower delay than others, more bandwidth or are
more stable. Fig. 15 shows that this observation holds with LISP.
Fig. 15, is obtained from the ping dataset we built in Sec. ??. Fig. 15
shows the relative diﬀerence of delay between all the locators of a mapping
and the locator with the shorter delay in the mapping. The relative distance
of the locator i with the fastest locator f of the mapping is computed by
rtti −rttf
. A 10% distance thus means that the locator has a delay higher by
rttf
10% than the locator with the shorter delay in the mapping. Fig. 15 shows
the average distance to the shorter delay locator in the mapping and the
95th conﬁdence interval. Fig. 15 shows that for 4% of the mappings, the
locators had a delay more than 50% bigger than the shortest delay observed
in the mappings with 1% of the mappings with locators presenting a delay
more than twice longer than the shortest one. For few mappings, the average
distance was even worst by more than 500% on average up to 6309% higher
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Figure 15: Relative distance between the locators in the mappings
on average. Fig. 15 shows that a bad choice of locator can have a signiﬁcant
impact on the performance showing the necessity of assigning the priorities
with care. However, Fig 15 also shows that for 77% of the mappings, the
average distance to the locator with the shortest delay in the mapping is
lower than 10%. It thus means that for most of the mappings, traﬃc can
be load balanced between at least two locators by playing with the weight
without degrading the performances [KKSB07].
Fig. 15 shows that the traﬃc could beneﬁt from a traﬃc engineering
approach that considers performances as much as costs. Idips can help
in the choice of the priorities an the weights in LISP. Idips is however
designed to rank paths while LISP mappings are related to IP addresses.
But assuming that the locator priority has to be computed for a mapping
to be distributed on the mapping system, the RLOC R to set the priority
to can be seen as the destination of a path. If diﬀerentiated mapping is not
used, this path is then deﬁned as <*,R> where * corresponds to any source
in the Internet. If diﬀerentiated mapping is used and the diﬀerentiation is
done for the site S, then, the path is <S,R>. As we have seen in Chapter. ??,
Idips supports paths deﬁned by preﬁxes. Therefore, if PS is the preﬁx for
the site S, then the path can be deﬁned as <PS ,R/32>. PS being 0.0.0.0/0
for *.
As a result, Idips can be used to set the RLOC priorities but a translation work is required. Two options are possible to determine the priorities
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in a mapping. Either Idips is queried manually and an operator conﬁgures
LISP with the appropriate priorities, or a tool automatically adapts the
priorities.
Operations related to interdomain traﬃc engineering are often performed
manually by the network operators [CGG+ 04]. The operators conﬁgure
their network such that it corresponds to the business objective and react
to alarm triggered by monitoring tools. Manual operation can be continued
with Idips used as a hint by the operator. Before setting the priorities, the
operator requests Idips to rank the paths corresponding to the locators in
the mapping. The operator then sets the priorities to reﬂect his interpretation of the Idips ranks. For instance, he can request Idips twice. Once with
delay optimization and once with cost minimization. The best result(s) of
each query being set with a priority of one, all the others with a priority of
10. Manual Idips-aided operation is interesting to support subjective criteria but is subject to conﬁguration error and is time consuming in complex
networks [WSR09, CGG+ 04].
If a translation tool is used between LISP and Idips, it is possible to
fully automate the Idips-based priority computation. The tool listens the
insert and update events in the EID-to-RLOC Database. The locators in the
mapping that triggered the event are then extracted to build the destination
list. The source list depends on whether the diﬀerentiated mapping is used
or not. Once the source and destination lists are built, the tool requests
Idips to rank these paths according to a pre-conﬁgured ranking criterion.
Upon Idips reply, the tool translates the Idips rank to LISP priority by
applying a t translation function on each rank such that:
t:R×I →P
where R = [0; 232 [⊂ R0 and P = [0; 255] ⊂ R0 . R is the Idips ranking
space and P is the LISP priority space. I ⊆ IP × IP × R is the space of
all the possible Idips replies with IP being the IP space.
t can be any function and is deﬁned according to the network requirements. For example, if only the best locator can be used, i.e., the other
cannot, t can be deﬁned as follow:
½
1 if x = min(m)
t(x, m) =
255 otherwise
where min(m) : I → R gives the minimum rank observed in the Idips
reply m.
Once the ranks have been converted into priorities, the mapping can be
built. To do so, the rank of each locator r in the mapping is extracted from
the Idips reply and converted into the associated priority. If the locator is
not present in the Idips reply, it must be considered as non-reachable and
should not be present in the mapping or with a priority set to 255.
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In addition to the priority, a weight is associated to each locator in a
mapping. However, an Idips reply only provides priority information. A ﬁrst
solution is to set the same weight to all the locators with the same priority,
e.g., 1/n when n locators have the same priority. This weight assignment
can be used when the rank computed by Idips depends on the link usage.
Therefore, Idips will eventually remove the locators that have been used too
much or at least give them an higher rank value. A second solution is to
compute the weights independently of Idips. A third solution is to deﬁne
an Idips cost function, Idips can thus be used to indirectly compute the
weight. Let us call this function proportion cf. proportion cf is a cost
function which provides a rank corresponding to the proportion of traﬃc to
send between the paths. For example, if the path p1 must support one half
of the traﬃc while p2 and p3 must handle both 25% of the traﬃc, the ranks
could be 2, 1 and 1 respectively. Which means that path p1 must handle two
times more traﬃc than paths p1 or p2 . However, the weights in LISP must
be such that the sum of the weights of the locators with the same priority
must be equal to 100. As a consequence, the ranks from proportion cf
must be converted into weights. To do so, Idips is ﬁrst queried with the list
of locators to rank for the priority. Idips is then queried to rank them with
the proportion cf cost function. Afterward, the locators are grouped by
priority. Let R = {r1 , . . . rn } the set of locators with the same priority. The
weight of locator ri ∈ R is deﬁned by
%
$
rank(ri )
· 100
weight(ri ) = P
rj ∈R rank(rj )
where rank(x) gives the rank of locator x as deﬁned by Idips. However,
because LISP works with integer weights, the conversion does not ensure
that the sum of the weights is 100. For the sum to equal 100, we suggest to
use the following smoothing method:


X
weight(rm ) = weight(rm ) + 100 −
weight(rj )
rj ∈R

where rm is a locator with the highest weight.
The mapping TTL should be lower or equal to the Idips replied TTL.
Therefore, when the mapping expires in the EID-to-RLOC database, Idips
must be queried to re-build the mapping with up-to-date information obtained from Idips.
Idips can work with preﬁxes to reduce the number and size of the exchanged messages. If Idips replies with preﬁxes instead of addresses, it
becomes possible to use a reply for diﬀerent EIDs. For instance, if an EID
has RLOCs within preﬁxes already returned by Idips, it is possible to reuse
the ranking. This technique has two advantages. First, it reduces the traﬃc
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to and from Idips and, second, it reduces the time required to obtain the
optimal RLOC priorities. A drawback is that a speciﬁc cache has to be
implemented on the Lisp router.

4.1

Case Study

In this section, we evaluate the beneﬁts of the interaction between Lisp
and Idips. To do so, we build the testbed depicted in Fig. 16. The left hand
network, labeled Content Producer, is a content producer and the right hand
network is the consumer. Interdomain connectivity is ensured by Lisp. For
the test, we used the two types of customers light and premium and apply the
customer management cf cost function presented in Sec. 3.3. As discussed
in Sec. 3.3, the objective for light users is cost reduction. On the contrary,
QoS has to be ensured for premium users. In the sake of clarity, in our
experiments two clients with one ﬂow per client are involved. The light client
downloads a large ﬁle using FTP (TCP) while the premium client watches
a video over UDP. The video must have at least a 1.4Mbps bandwidth and
the jitter must be limited. The two networks are connected with two links:
L1 and L2. L1 represents a peering link and L2 a customer/provider link
(from the producer point of view). L2 is protected by a 128Kbps backup
link. Penalties are due when QoS is not ensured for premium users.
In the testbed, we use OpenLisp [ISB11]. OpenLISP implements the
Lisp protocol in the FreeBSD kernel. A particularity of OpenLISP is the
mapping socket that allows user space applications to interact with the EIDto-RLOC mappings maintained in the kernel.
The content producer (resp. consumer) part of the testbed is operated
with a dedicated Pentium 4 computer running FreeBSD and OpenLISP. The
machine is used at the same time as xTR and as content producer (resp.
consumer). The two machines are connected via a third machine that runs
FreeBSD and dummynet to emulate the links [Riz97].
An Idips server instance runs in each network. At that point, neither
OpenLISP nor Idips are aware of each other. A wrapper runs on each
OpenLISP router to allow LISP to query Idips. The wrapper monitors
the mapping socket and the Idips control plane. When there is an event
concerning an EID of the local OpenLISP’s map table, the wrapper retrieves all the RLOCs for that EID and asks the Idips server to rank them.
The resulted ranks are translated into priorities and the EID’s mapping is
updated according to the information given by Idips.
The experiment is divided in four periods (P1 to P4 ). The RLOCs used
for each period depends on the Idips rankings. During P1 , both L1 and
L2 are working properly and Idips optimizes the performance for premium
traﬃc and minimizes the cost for the light traﬃc. The beginning of P2
corresponds to the L2 link failure: L2 traﬃc is diverted to the backup link.
During L2, Idips is not involved and the RLOCs are not modiﬁed, premium
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Figure 16: Case study testbed
traﬃc is degraded. In P3 , Idips is informed of the failure and modiﬁes the
mapping to minimize the cost and avoid backup links. It is worth to notice
that the gap between P1 and P3 is for illustration only, in practice, Idips
can be informed of the topology change at the same time as the backup link
activation (e.g., via SNMP). During P3 , the backup link is not used anymore.
Finally, P4 shows what happens if Idips policies are set to the original
premium and light traﬃc requirements (as during P1 ). In P4 , Idips decides
to divert the light traﬃc (i.e., FTP) to the backup link and keep premium
traﬃc on L1 to ensure its QoS requirements while minimizing costs. For
the experiment, IPFW is instantiated on each machine to monitor the link
usage thank to the IPFW statistics [LLB02, Riz97]. The volume monitored
by IPFW correspond to the amount of traﬃc that crossed the links.
Fig. 17 shows the ﬂows’ dynamic during the diﬀerent periods. The horizontal axis is the normalized time and the vertical axis the bandwidth (in
Kbps). The best eﬀort traﬃc consist of a big ﬁle transfer using FTP (TCP).
The video is simulated with Iperf. Iperf continuously sends 700 bytes long
UDP segments with a constant rate of 1.7 Mbps.
During P1 , both ﬂows are working as expected: the video (premium
customer) encounters a limited jitter and has enough bandwidth (1.7Mbps)
and the cost for FTP (light customer) is minimized. After the failure, during P2 , the video stream is redirected to the backup link. The video ﬂow
bandwidth falls down to around 100Kbps, which is not suﬃcient to ensure
QoS (1.4 Mbps is required to ensure QoS requirements). FTP traﬃc is not
aﬀected by the failure as it is carried by L1. P3 presents the ﬂow bandwidth
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Figure 17: Evolution of the diﬀerent ﬂows bandwidth for the diﬀerent network events.
when all the traﬃc is diverted on L1. For that period, the policies in Idips
are to avoid backup links. However, this choice does not ensure QoS for the
video as the jitter is important and video bandwidth falls to 1.3Mbps. With
this conﬁguration, video traﬃc is inﬂuenced by the TCP behavior of the
FTP ﬂow. Period P4 shows what happens if Idips is conﬁgured to ensure
QoS and minimize costs, thus video is diverted on link L1 as this is the only
one allowing QoS for video. The best eﬀort ﬂow is diverted to L2 backup
link because the costs of using it is lower than the cost of losing QoS for
video.
This test shows that Idips path selection algorithm can take administrative and technical question into account (e.g., minimize costs but maximize
bandwidth). Furthermore, it also shows that the simplicity of Idips allows
to use it in situations where several paths are possible.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our Idips implementation. We ﬁrst present the methodology we follow and the testbed we build
(Sec. 5.1). The testbed is based on the Xorp implementation of Idips we
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Figure 18: Evaluation testbed
discussed in Sec. 3.2. We next discuss the results (Sec. 5.2). In particular,
we focus on the heart of Idips, i.e., the ranking process.

5.1

Methodology

Fig. 18 provides a description of the testbed we build for evaluating
Idips. The server on which Idips is running is a quad-core Xeon E5430 at
2.66GHz. The server has a 6MB processor cache and has 4GB of RAM.
The server runs a Linux 2.6.31-22-server 64 bits distribution. The predicted
values storage is populated with 1,500,000 paths randomly generated, each
path having a single delay randomly assigned in [0, 1000ms]. The cost
function implemented is the minimize delay cf(src, dst).
The client is running a dual-core Xeon 3060 at 2.40GHz, with 5GB of
RAM and a Linux 2.6.32-5 32 bits distribution. If there is a single hardware
representing the client, the machine ensures that 100 instances of the client
are running in parallel. Each client instance sends a request to Idips, each
request containing a source address and a list of destination addresses. Those
destinations are randomly generated but we ensure that roughly 10% of
the randomly generated destinations are not present in the paths stored by
Idips. Each instance of the client is in charged of sending 10,000 requests
to Idips, meaning that a total of 1,000,000 requests are sent to Idips. We
consider the following values for the number of destinations in a request: 1,
2, 5, 10, 50 and 100.
The clients and the Idips server are are attached with a 100Mbps switch.
Each experiment in Sec. 5.2 is repeated ten times. Each data point
represents the mean value over ten runs of the experiment, the clients and the
server process being rebooted before each run. We determine 95th conﬁdence
intervals for the mean based, since the sample size is relatively small, on the
Student t distribution. These intervals are typically, though not in all cases,
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too tight to appear on the plots.

5.2

Results

Fig. 19 shows the Idips service time from the client perspective. In
particular, Fig. 19(a) gives the time (in ms) between each request and the
associated reply for a particular run when the client request contains ten
destinations. Fig. 19(a) shows how Idips is stable over transactions, no
drift is observed.
Fig. 19(b) shows the Idips time distribution as quantiles. The dotted
line represents the median value, while the box plot gives the minimum and
95th percentile values as well as the 25th and 75th percentiles.
Obviously, the Idips service time increases with the number of paths (i.e.,
the number of destinations in this example) induced by the client requests.
The service time linearly increases with the number of paths. The linear
dependency is the result of the conversion of the list received from the client
in text into a binary format into the querying module implementation, the
construction of the possible paths and the cost computation for each of
such paths. The cost function having a temporal complexity of O(1), the
total complexity is O(s ∗ d) = O(n) where s is the number of sources in
the request, d, the number of destinations and n the number of paths. In
our experiment, s = 1 making n = d. In addition, the bigger the number
of destinations, the less stable the service time as suggested by the service
time distribution amplitude. The higher dispersion observed for the list of
one destination can be explained by the overhead caused by the switching
between the Xorp processes (i.e., the ﬁnder and the querying module).
Fig. 20 breaks the Idips service time down into three categories: the
network delay (labeled “network” - descending line pattern portion of the
stacked bars), the path ranking (labeled “IDIPS” - ascending dashed line
pattern portion of the stacked bars), and the internal Xorp processing (labeled “Xorp” - descending dashed line pattern portion of the stacked bars).
For plotting those results, we consider the median value among the ten runs.
Instead of plotting the median value of the service time, we rather consider
the time proportion of each category.
The time consumed by the network is negligible. This is due to clients
and server, in our testbed, are separated by a single switch. However, as the
Idips server is supposed to be deployed within a campus or an ISP network
(in the fashion of DNS service), one can imagine that the required network
time (i.e., time spend in the network between the client and the server and
vice-versa) would be very close to what we experienced in our testbed.
In general, the time spent in the whole ranking process in Idips increases
linearly with the number of paths from the requests. With about only 12% to
20% of the time spent building the list to return to the client once the costs
are computed. The rest being spent by the cost computation and attribute
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Figure 19: Idips service time as perceived by the client

retrieval. The internal Xorp processing represents most of the service time
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(around 90%) and is also linearly dependent with the number of paths from
the requests. The time spent directly in the Xorp internals is mostly due
because of the marshaling and unmarshaling of the XRLs and the context
switching between the finder and the querying module (remember that the
XRLs are always processed by the finder.
Fig. 21 shows the load on Idips in term of requests/second number. Obviously, the capacity of Idips to process requests decreases with the request
size. It is a normal behavior as large requests require more processing time,
in terms of Idips (typically more cost function to evaluate and, thus, more
lookup into the predicted values storage) and internal Xorp processing (as
already suggested by Fig. 20).
We also notice that, in the worst case (i.e., 100 destinations per request),
Idips can still process more request per second than what could be required
for peer-to-peer applications [GCX+ 05].

6

Related Work

In 2007, when we started to design Idips P2P optimization was not an
objective [SDIB08]. However, Idips can help to select the best peers in
P2P systems. Despite the fact that we do not use Idips for P2P traﬃc
optimization, most of the Idips related work are in that ﬁeld.
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Bindal et al. show by simulation that biasing the peer choice in P2P
can improve the overall performance [BCC+ 06]. On the one hand, download times can be reduced and on the other hand ISPs can reduce their
operational costs. This simulation based study shows that an informed peer
selection gives better results than an unbiased peer selection when using
Bittorrent [PGES05].
Aggarwal et al. [AFS07] propose an oracle service very similar to Idips
that would be conﬁgured by the network operator and queried by P2P applications [AFS07]. The underlying assumption in oracle is that traﬃc would
be optimized by letting ISPs and P2P clients collaborate. The oracle is
a server operated by the network operator. When a P2P client needs to
select peers in a swarm, it sends the list of peer’s IP addresses to the oracle. The oracle returns these addresses labeled with a rank. The way the
rank is computed by the oracle is hidden to the clients. The paper shows
that preferring peers within the local AS increases the overall performance
and should reduce the operational costs for the ISP as the traﬃc tends to
remains local. [AFS07] characterizes performance metrics to evaluate the
beneﬁts of using a biased peer selection like oracle. While the oracle limits
the ranking to destination addresses, Idips proposes to rank paths or even
groups of paths, using preﬁxes. Another diﬀerence between the oracle and
Idips is the ranking scope: the oracle ranking is limited to local or peering
domains while such a limitation does not exists in Idips.
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Choﬀnes and Bustamante [CB08], as opposed to the oracle approach [AFS07],
propose a biased peer selection in P2P without the need of a speciﬁc infrastructure. Instead, Choﬀnes and Bustamante propose Ono that uses the
information that are already available within commercial CDNs. In general,
CDNs like Akamai 5 and Limelight 6 control the traﬃc from the clients by
using the DNS. To be simple, depending on the client location, the DNS
replies for a name are diﬀerent. By periodically resolving names for CDNs
servers, the peers can build an abstracted representation of the relations
they have with these CDNs, this representation is called the behavior map.
Each Ono-enabled peer resolves the name of the same 6 well chosen CDN
names. The corresponding C-class preﬁx is considered instead of the addresses. Indeed CDNs often have several servers in the same data-center
and the servers are grouped in C-class preﬁxes. The addresses belonging to
the same C-class preﬁx can be safely considered as belonging to the same
datacenter. The peers do the resolution several times to determine the dynamic of the change in the CDN name map. Two peers ”close” to one name
will have the same dynamics in the CDN map. In addition, to the change
ratio of the CDN names in the map, the peers ping the returned addresses.
The measured delay is used to weight the map according to the delay with
the servers. When a peer must select another peer, it will chose a peer
that presents a similar weight ratio map. The RTT weighting relies on the
principle that the closer two peers are, the more likely the name will be
resolved in the same /24 subnet. and the delay to the server for a given
name will be close as well. The deployment of Ono on hundred of thousands
nodes shows that doing so can reduce the average delay and increase the
download rate by about 30%. It also shows that in 33% of the cases, the
chosen peers were within the local ISP. The major diﬀerence between Idips
and Ono is that no speciﬁc infrastructure must be deployed for the service
to work. However, the reduction of inter-AS cost is only a side eﬀect of the
optimization of the perceived client performance. Ono does not leverage an
ISP P2P collaboration.
Xie et al. propose P4P [XYK+ 08]. P4P provides topology hints to P2P
clients. In P4P, the topology and policies are abstracted into the p-distance.
The p-distance summarizes the metrics that are relevant for the operator
and is used by ISPs to communicate their preferences and status for the
traﬃc. The application uses the p-distance to create an abstracted view of
the network connectivity. The applications can then select their destinations
based on the minimal p-distance in the abstracted network view. ISPs,
or third parties, maintain iTrackers to communicate the p-values. These
iTrackers are contacted by P2P clients to compute the set of the best swarm
peers. The iTrackers are used to retrieve the policy information, the p-values
5
6

http://www.akamai.com
http://www.limelightnetworks.com
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but also the network capabilities.
During the mid 2000ies, network operator started to complain about
the operational cost of supporting P2P traﬃc [Lig, She, KTCI04]. Indeed,
the P2P overlays do not take the underlay network topology into account
and neighbors are in general selected at random. Therefore, it is possible that a packet sent by a peer in an AS A to a peer in the same AS
follows a path that crosses several times the network boundaries, possibly
via provider links. Providers have then started to block P2P traﬃc or to
limit the bandwidth for P2P ﬂows. However, P2P application now rely on
encryption or simply behave like HTTP to masquerade their traﬃc. The
problems faced by the ISPs is because ISPs are black boxes and it is hard
for a client application to know the peers that are eﬃcient but not harmful
for its ISP. Industry and academy started to collaborate on a solution for
this problem with an IETF P2P Workshop meeting specially hold in May
2008 in Boston.7 During this workshop researchers and operators were invited to present position papers about the problem and the solutions they
though to be good for this. The conclusion of the workshop is that P2P and
ISPs must collaborate somehow. Some proposed to add caches and install
the trackers inside the ASes, but this would have caused legal issues as it
is known that P2P traﬃc is mostly used for illegal content. As a result,
the Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) [SB09] Working Group
as been set up at the IETF. ALTO aims at designing and specifying services helping applications such as peer-to-peer, content delivery networks,
and mirror selection, to select the best peers. Factors of interest in this
selection are, among others, maximum bandwidth, minimum cross-domain
traﬃc, lowest cost to the user, etc. ALTO is a mix of the best features
of P4P, oracle and Idips with additional contributions. Clearly, Idips is in
line with the ALTO Working Group thematic. However, while we have been
actively working in the ALTO working group at its beginning [AFP+ 09] to
make sure that the protocol would be able to support IP preﬁxes, names or
AS numbers, we have chosen not to implement the ALTO protocol in Idips
because many features are P2P related and because ALTO is closer to P4P
than to oracle or Idips. Nevertheless, Idips could be adapted to implement
the ALTO service as it meets most of the ALTO requirements [KPS+ 11].
As opposed to oracle, Ono, P4P and ALTO in general, Idips is not
designed speciﬁcally for P2P. Idips is an extension of the NAROS Name,
Address and ROute System (NAROS) server that has been designed for multihoming IPv6 host-centric traﬃc engineering in the early 2000 [dLBL03].
NAROS was proposed to select the best source address in multihomed IPv6
sites. A NAROS client sends a request to a NAROS server with the destination address it aims to use and the list of its source addresses. The
server returns the best source address to use for the destination. The pre7
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ﬁx of the destination is also returned to avoid a client requesting several
times the server for destinations within the same preﬁx and that would thus
have the same result. The major diﬀerence between Idips and NAROS
is that Idips return all the possible aggregated <source,destination> pairs
and ranks them. This change allows Idips to be used equally for incoming
and outgoing traﬃc engineering and enables the use of multi-path routing
or transport.
A proposal that shares objectives similar to Idips is Morpheus [WAR07],
which determines the best path to use according to the operator policies and,
then, sends BGP updates to its BGP router target (via multihop eBGP).
Like Idips, Morpheus is very modular but is restricted to BGP as the signaling is performed using BGP messages while Idips has its own messaging
format, allowing a ﬁner-grained interaction between the client and the path
selection service.
Finally, a number of vendors have proposed proprietary path selection
solution ([Int05, Ava05, Rad, Cis]). These solutions all follow the same
principle. Specialized boxes are deployed in the network and monitor it
actively, passively or both. The measurements are combined with policies
to determine the quality of the diﬀerent routes. Based on the observations
and the conﬁguration, the boxes can inject preﬁxes into BGP to inﬂuence
the incoming traﬃc but they can also modify link costs in the IGP or inject
partial BGP tables into it to control the outgoing traﬃc as well. Finally,
NAT can be used to ensure that some ﬂows enter the network via a given
link.

7

Conclusion

The Internet is evolving. During this last decade, we have seen the
emergence of applications having more and more requirements in terms of
delay, jitter,or bandwidth. In addition, the single path assumption between
a source and a destination does not hold anymore. As a consequence, the
applications can use several paths to retrieve their content. It might thus be
interesting to provide those applications a service for selecting their paths
better than randomly, i.e., a service for selecting paths that meet applications requirements.
In this chapter, we proposed an Informed Path Selection Service (Idips),
that is able to rank paths. Idips is a generic, scalable, lightweight and easily
deployable solution allowing ISPs, enterprises, or campus networks to qualify
paths between a source and a set of destinations. Idips makes use of passive
and active measurements to keep track of the network conditions.
In this chapter, we have shown that Idips can be used to enable performance based incoming traﬃc engineering with LISP.
We discussed our Idips implementation inside Xorp and focused on
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simple cost function (i.e., the way Idips assigns a cost to a path) construction
and how to combine them to reﬂect more complex ranking strategies. We
built a testbed and evaluated the performance of Idips. In particular, we
focused on the heart of Idips, the ranking process. We demonstrated that
Idips is robust as it is able to process a large number of requests/second
while providing a stable response time to the client.
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